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10 Complete Cat Blog Post Ideas with Title, Keyword, Concept 

and More 

 
Do you love animals as well as have own place 

dedicated to them? Either own a blog or a 

website? We would like to help you get your 

message across. There are a lot of ideas that you 

can inspire yourself from and which can be used 

from a copywriter's point of you in order to get 

you more publicity as well. If you want to 

maintain the traffic on your cat blog, you need to 

be very wise about it as well. There are some 

tricks of the trade that can be used in order to 

advertise as well as bring attention to your blog. 

We are going to explain about those below.  

 

10. How to properly take care of your kitten 

Concept: 

Give advice on how to raise your cat the proper 

way. Here it is the best to talk about what it is the 

best to feed your cat with, what sort of food do 

most cats prefer to eat and which are the best 

times of day to feed your cat. Everything should 

be very easy to read and need to be written to the 

point. It has to make cat owner understand what 

sort of a pet they have around the house and why 

it is important for them to take a big interest in 

raising it the proper way.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: raising a kitten, raising a kitten 101, how to raise a kitten to be cuddly, raising 

kittens week by week, kitten care guide, how to raise a happy kitten, how to take care of a 

kitten, how to train a kitten, how to take care of newborn kittens 

 

Title suggestion: How to raise a kitten without effort: raising a kitten 101 

 

Content suggestion: 

What is the best food for kittens? What you need to be on the lookout for? Is the food that you 

give it good or bad and what important aspects of its health you need to keep in check? Write 

something about how often a kitten needs to be taken to the vet and give suggestions of the 

best types of food to feed it with.  

 



Why? 

A lot of people that own kittens for the first time will know that it takes a lot of guts and a lot 

of info to raise a kitten in a proper way. They will always be on the lookout for the best solutions 

and advices that they can find.  

 

9. What is important to know when you are taking care of a new kitty 

Concept: 

Here is where you end up talking and analyzing very 

well every aspect when it comes to raising a little 

cat. Everything can be put into ideas that can help an 

owner understand better the gimmicks behind 

raising a kitty like a baby. The owners will have 

clear ideas of what it takes to raise a single kitten 

and how it is going to change their lives as well.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: newborn kitten, caring for newborn kittens and mother, newborn kittens 

eyes open, how to take care of a newborn kitten without a mother, newborn kittens for sale, 

newborn kitten care, what to feed a newborn kitten, newborn kitten care week by week, what 

to feed newborn kittens in an emergency 

Title suggestion: {Number of tips} to raise a new born kitty 

Content suggestion: 

How an owner can take care of his kitten that we can all relate to. Most of the new owners of 

kittens are raising their first ones as their own babies. They see it as a great responsibility. This 

is where you can suggestions about what type a milk they should have, when it is better to let 

it outside, how to take care of its fur and other things that are very common when it comes to 

kittens. 

 

Why? 

Because most owners will be very surprised to find out that raising a kitty is actually more 

difficult than they believe. Everything seems easy at first but it actually takes a lot of work.  

 

8. What vaccines needs a kitten to have 

Concept: 

Here a blogger can talk about what medication a kitten needs 

to take in order to keep it safe. In order to have a safe and 

very healthy kitten a cat needs to have vaccines as well. So 

you can talk about the different health issues that might 

appear on the long run. This might be a sore subject for some 

people, but mostly it should work as long as you do not push 

your agenda.  



 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Vaccines for kittens, what vaccines do indoor cats need, cat vaccinations 

petco, fvrcp cat vaccine, cat vaccinations side effects, my cat has never been vaccinated, feline 

leukemia vaccine, cat vaccinations for sale 

Title suggestion: A complete guide to Cat, Kitten Vaccinations: Schedule, Risks, and More 

 

Content suggestion: 

This is where you can talk about the problems that might appear when owning a kitten and 

everything that comes along with it. Also, here is where you can seriously talk about the 

advantages and disadvantages of owning a kitten which has been vaccinated or not.  

 

Why? 

Because a cat's health needs to be taken seriously if the owner doesn't want to deal with 

everything else afterwards. Everything can become a very serious problem if they do not 

understand the concept of having a sick cat.  

 

7. What sort of food needs a kitten to eat for healthy fur? 

Concept: 

This is going to be an article about what types of breeds of 

cats there are and how easy is to maintain their fur healthy. 

Every single cat that has a problem with eating different 

types of food and how is that going to affect their 

appearance. Here you can add that different types of food 

groups are changing the way the cats look like on the 

outside. Point out the fact that it is necessary to have a 

healthy cat in order for it to have a healthy fur.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Food for kitten fur, best cat food for shiny coat, best cat food for healthy 

coat, best cat food for skin and coat, cat food for healthy skin and coat, how to make cats fur 

thicker, dull cat fur, cats fur looks scruffy, kitten fur feels rough 

Title suggestion: {Number} of food needs a kitten to eat for healthy fur 

 

Content suggestion: 

Here you can pinpoint the idea that kittens are very beautiful when they have a healthy fur and 

that it translates through that. You can talk about the types of food and how it can help them 

grow nice fur and make them more silky. Also, every breed of cat need to have a special diet 

and so it is logical to take very seriously the way a cat owner feeds it feline.  

Why? The most important reason for this is actually the need to have a healthy cat. If you have 

taken upon you to actually raise a kitten that means that you have thought about the best way 



to feed it as well.  

 

6. What is the proper way to take care of your kitten's hygiene? 

Concept: 

Here a blogger can actually go about why there are so 

opinions on the best way to raise a cat. Why is it ok to take 

care of their hygiene? When it is the best time to tend to their 

grooming? How to take care of their nails and their ears? 

How to keep their fur clean? How to keep their teeth clean?  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Hygiene of a kitten, cat hygiene problems, indoor cat hygiene, cat hygiene 

tips, cat hygiene products, are cats the cleanest animal in the world, cat cleaning, cats hygiene, 

is a cat cleaner than a dog 

Title suggestion: {Number} of ideas to keep your cat's hygiene in place 

 

Content suggestion: 

Get more on point to the idea that it is important to care for a cat's hygiene. Why is this 

important? How is it going to influence its well-being? Talk about why a cat needs to have 

everything in check, why it needs to have its claws cut from time to time and why it is important 

to clean its ears and its teeth as well. Be very specific about the ways that these things can be 

done and when it is best to have them done. What is a good time frame for this. Everything 

needs to be informative and easy to read.  

 

Why? 

Because it's very important for people to know how to raise a cat and take care of its hygiene 

as well. See, cats are like humans, they need a bit of pampering as well not just food. Also, 

they can get sick very easily, so it's better to prevent than to treat.  

 



5. Supplies for cats 

Concept: 

This is where the cat blogger can write about what a cat needs. This is 

actually about what sort of toys it needs, what sort of litter box, maybe 

clothes of places where the cat can play. What it is actually better to 

pinpoint is the fact that every owner of kittens needs to think about this 

sort of things even before thinking of getting a cat. This is actually 

going to change everything in the life of the cat and they are very 

necessary because this is how they are supposed to be raised and taken 

care with.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Supplies for kitten, newborn kitten supplies, getting a kitten for the first 

time, kitten checklist, new kitten vet checklist, new kitten first night, kitten essentials 

Title suggestion: {Number} best supplies to buy for a kitten 

 

Content suggestion: 

Write more about what sort of products are good for cats what sort of things a future owner of 

a cat needs to think of. These can be ideas regarding toys for cats or even some sort of playpens 

or things like that. Also, it is very well known that a cat would like to have its own bedding as 

well. This means that you can write about what are the best products on the market, which 

companies sell it the best and where it is better to buy these products, at the vet store or online. 

 

Why? 

It is good to know what sort of food cats prefer in order to be able to determine if your cat is 

going to grow up healthy or not. Also, there are things to know regarding to what a cat is 

allowed to play with or not. There might be a lot of things that can harm a kitty and so it is 

better to be conscious of that as well. 

 

4. Keeping cats in the house 

Concept: 

Talk about where it is best to raise cats. Is it your apartment? 

Is it a house with a garden? Where do cats prefer to stay 

actually? Keep in mind that this is a blog about raising 

kittens and so it is going to give other future owners an idea 

of how it is best to raise a pet and if it makes any importance 

if they live in a house or in an apartment. This they are going 

to keep as future reference for their friends as well, maybe 

friends that are thinking of getting a cat themselves. Why not 

approach this idea in a fun way and keeping an open mind as well?  



Example: 

Keyword phrase: Homes for cats, homes for cats needed, how to make a cat feel comfortable 

in a new home, bringing home a new cat, find a home for my cat, how long does it take a cat 

to adjust to new home, bringing a new cat home to another cat, effects of rehoming a cat, animal 

shelter, 

Title suggestion: {Number} of ideas to make a cat feel comfortable in a new home 

 

Content suggestion: 

This might be the place where you can write about what sort of an environment a cat prefers 

and if it prefers to live in a house or a closed space like an apartment. Also, it is easy to talk 

about how that might influence the mood of the cat and if the living situation might bring it 

health problems. It can be written here about the ways a cat can be taken care at home and what 

are the essentials when doing so.  

 

Why? 

There are cats that prefer to stay outside and play and they prefer to stay in the garden and like 

to hunt outside. This depends mostly on the breed as well, but yes it is very well known that 

cats are easily domesticated as well. Keeping a cat in the house is not going to do any harm to 

anyone, it actually going to relive the stress level of the owner.  

 

3. About cat breeds 

Concept: 

This is one of the most important subjects to talk about on 

any blog regarding cats. The cat breeds are actually the ones 

that get most of the attention but that is actually that can be 

understood. Why? Well people like to read about cat breeds 

to see if a certain one is actually a good match for their 

homes and their family. Even though all the cats are nice and 

kittens are adorable and everyone loves them, there are 

people out there who are really picky when choosing a 

certain type of animal. So, this could be actually a great subject to be discussed on any blog 

regarding cats.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Breeds for kittens, common cat breeds, cat breed identifier, cat breed 

identifier app, bombay cat, siamese cat, cat breeds a-z, siberian cat, newest cat breeds 

Title suggestion: {Number} Of Adorable And Cutest Cat Breeds With Pictures 

 

Content suggestion: 

Having an article about cats without even talking about the breed of cats is not very advisable. 

This is one of the most important subject so maybe you should want to talk about anything that 

concerns the breeds of cats and how they grow up and if they need some special attention. Cats 



usually are or not suitable for different adults or children or there are people who are allergic 

to cat hair and so there might be some breeds that do not work for various people. It would be 

great to dwell on that and actually write anything about cat breeding that can be of interest. 

 

Why? 

Cat breeds is a sore subject and it's something that interests a lot of people since everything is 

actually based on that. People buy cats because they fluffy or they look a certain way and so 

they tend to look for certain breeds because of that. Writing about the difference between 

breeds will peak the interest of most of your writers.  

 

2. In case you have an emergency with your cat 

Concept: 

Here a blogger should write on the effects that different 

diseases have on the animals and how they can be treated. 

Why is that important? Because every owner will want to 

care of its cats the best way possible. Nobody wants to raise 

a cat pet that has different health issues and which can end 

up one day in the care of a vet without even realizing what 

is the problem and maybe being too late to do something 

about it. That is why people are usually concerned with the 

health and emergency help that they can get for their pets.  

 

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Emergency help for kittens, first aid for cats paw, cat first aid, first aid for 

cats wound, kitten injuries from fall, cat first aid kit list, cat fall injury, injured kitten care, how 

to tell if a cat has internal bleeding, 

Title suggestion: A complete guide to Cat Emergency Care 

 

Content suggestion: 

Creating content on this issue is not easy but since there are a lot of pieces of information to be 

found on the internet or different books, it might seem like to document for this subject will be 

easy. Cats need their help as well when in an emergency, their owner needs to know how to 

give them CPR or what to do in case their pets seem unresponsive. It is better to get a kitten to 

a vet when this happens but as a first aid, a owner needs to know how to react and what tools 

he needs in order to save the kitten. So, a blog post on this subject might bring a lot of followers 

as well. You might get for example, some readers might be impressed if in article a blogger 

uses different interviews with professional vets who discuss this sore subject. 

 

Why? 

Because the same way it is for humans, animals need protection as well. They need to feel that 

they are safe and that we as pet owners try to do anything that is possible in order to help them. 

It is also useful to just know the information because it might not happen to your pet but maybe 

to someone else's and so it's the type of knowledge that is never enough.  



 

1. Cat mental health 

Concept: 

It would be interesting for some readers to find out 

information about the fact that cats do in fact have the same 

problems as humans do. Do cats have mental health issues 

as well? Well, yes in fact they do. Actually cats get very 

stressed if their owners leave their houses or if they die. It 

would be interesting for the readers to know that cats can 

actually get depressed as well. It would be a very 

contemporary subject to write about since nowadays we 

have started to pay more attention to mental health so why not write about that and refer to 

how pets feel as well.  

Example: 

Keyword phrase: Cats mental health, how to take care of a cat, taking care of cats, how to 

take care of your cat, how to take care of cats and kittens, cat care, cat care tips, how to take 

care of a cat for the first time, cats help mental health 

 

Title suggestion: {Number} of ideas to take care of a cat mental health 

 

Content suggestion: 

This is a something to be discussed and analyzed more because not most people realize that 

pets do in fact get depressed as well. They get to have mental issues as we us humans do and 

so an article written on this subject will bring a lot of questions out of the reader. People who 

own cats will start understanding their pets' behavior and this way at least they will have an 

idea to when their cats are just having a crazy day or they are depressed. Also, it would be very 

useful to analyze and give examples of behaviors that cats have when they feel depressed. Are 

they just sluggish or are they sad and sitting under a bed? How does depression translate to 

their behavior and so on. Make it interesting to read and also very informative so that the owner 

can understand exactly what are the consequences of this behavior in their beloved animals. 

  

Why? 

Because it is an interesting subject and it is not very discussed outside the vet office and because 

cats are like our friends and they need our support and we owe them our mental health as well, 

so why not pay back the same way? 

 

A blog post about cats needs to be interactive and entertaining as well. The reader needs to feel 

as if he is reading an encyclopedia on cats' behavior and he needs to be taken by surprise by 

the novelty of the information. It is not easy to write about our pets and different issues that we 

might face when having one of our own at home. But owners needs to understand that is 

important for them to recognize different behaviors in their kittens and also understand that if 

they have a certain emergency, they need to get to the vet as fast as possible. It is a huge 

responsibility having a cat and so we need to take into consideration these facts as well.  

 



There are a lot of blogs about cats but following our suggestions, you can be sure that you are 

going to stand out as well. Just make the articles fun and also ask yourself the questions above 

and see where they lead you.  


